This report forwards Amembassy telegram 1250, DTG 121510Z FEB 80, concerning possible involvement of members of the Chilean terrorist group, Comites Obreros Revolucionarios (COR), Revolutionary Workers Committees, in the 791203 attack against U.S. Navy personnel in Puerto Rico.
Ref. msg. sets forth background of December 3, 1979, attack against U.S. Navy personnel resulting in the killings of two persons and wounding of nine others. FBI investigation conducted to date has developed information strongly implicating complicity in the assault on the terrorist organization known as Comites Obreros Revolucionarios (Revolutionary Workers Committee) (COR). Several COR members are under current investigation for having been directly involved in the ambush.

2. Since first becoming public in August, 1971, COR has been responsible for acts of terrorism in Puerto Rico, including several bank and supermarket robberies.

3. The following are three known COR members of Chilean
background who are presently under FBI investigation in
this connection:

4. KLAUS REBHEIN SCHIERSAND, DPOB September 29, 1944,
Santiago, Chile, 6'1", 165, brown hair, brown eyes
(brother of CRISTINA SCHIERSAND).

5. CRISTINA REBHEIN SCHIERSAND, DPOB May 27, 1946,
Santiago, Chile, 5'5", 120 pounds, blue eyes, light
brown (blondish) hair, formerly married to Dr. EDISON
HERNAN OSORIO CUEVAS.

6. Dr. EDISON HERNAN OSORIO CUEVAS, DPOB August 31,
1940, Quito, Ecuador, 5'7", brown hair, brown eyes,
allegedly ousted from Chile and Ecuador for revolutionary
activities and alleged to have been a Lutheran minister.

7. Santiago is requested to ascertain any information
relative to KLAUS REBHEIN SCHIERSAND, CRISTINA REBHEIN
SCHIERSAND, and Dr. EDISON HERNAN OSORIO CUEVAS,
specifically any connection the aforementioned COR
members may have with Chilean or other South American
terrorist groups.
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